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Windows are your best friend. They
provide soft, directional light if they're
not in direct sunlight

Find the Best
Light
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Avoid distracting elements

Brick Wall / Concrete / Wood /
Textile / Wallpaper / Foliage

Look for a "Clean"
Background
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Rule of thirds

Take a range of images by
experimenting with different angles

Take images in portrait and landscape
orientations for different uses

Think about your
Composition
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Include negative space

"Frame" your subject

Use layering by photographing
multiple items with one as a focal
point

Think about your
Composition
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Make sure your camera can still
focus

It's better to get close with your
camera than cropping your image
later

Get close up
for Details
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Arrange your items in circles or lines

If possible, use an odd number

Photograph a
Collection
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Photograph your item in position
on display or in use

Exhibition space / Shelf / Wall / 
Side Table / Sofa

Give it Context
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Indicates that your piece is hand crafted
and has it's own story of creation

Include Your
Tools
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From raw materials to finished
product

Tells the story of the piece and how
it's changed through creation

Different Stages
of the Process
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Include you and your hands

Schedule in time to photograph multiple
stages, even if creating "mock ups"

Document the
Making09



Makes your piece real - brings it to life

Holding the piece

People looking at your work in an
exhibition

Include
People
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Experiment to see what looks good
for your piece

Everything is subjective and depends
on your piece - size / materials /
context / the message or narrative

There's always
exceptions to the
Rules
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Thank You

Questions?




